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Tattoos of the Beijing Punk: Demerit Live at
Yugong Yishan

Spike of Demerit

Bold. Jarring. Colourful. Edgy enough to pierce your flesh - be it the pores on your
bicep or your eardrums – punk rock and tattoos have much in common. Nowhere in
the world have the two bled into each more murkily than China, where such art
forms are now free flow ing after years of clinching taboo. They both converge on
Qingdao-born, Beijing based Spike (Li Yang), who has a sleeve of ink running up and
down his arm. Those tattoos are easily visible as he darts across the stage while
fronting his punk troupe Demerit, which w ill showcase that edgy ethos at Yugong
Yishan on December 17.

“It looks different from ordinary people,” Spike says of the image overlapping in both
punk and tattoo cultures, before summing that idea up in one breath: “Rebel peace.”

Unlike Westerners - for whom such trends are far too common - the kind of tattooed
Bejingers that w ill mosh at Demerit’s show still raise many of their neighbours’
eyebrows. One of the world’s chief ink aficionados says that’s because many Chinese
still have a very traditional attitude about the punk image. 

Chinese still have a very traditional attitude about the punk image

“Until recently, most developed societies, including China, regarded tattooing as
some form of perversion,” says Chris Wroblewski, a British photographer who has
published 21 books full of his tattoo-themed pictures, including 2008’s China Tattoo.
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published 21 books full of his tattoo-themed pictures, including 2008’s China Tattoo.
“[The idea of tattoos] sat uncomfortably w ith Confucianism, (which) pronounced
against the desecration of the sacred body.”

If that’s the case, then Spike is a proud ink masochist. His favourite tattoo stretches
across his left forearm - an ambling zombie, clutching a peace dove in his left hand
and firing w ith a laser gun from his right.

“The dove is carrying a wheatear in its beak, but in the mean time, the laser gun is
radiating w ith its cold light,” the singer says of the tattoo. “It means peace is just
bulls---t, there is only shameless lies. That is also exactly what we [Demerit] want to
express on our last vinyl.”

The cover of that album, 2008’s Bastards of the Nation, is a bold enough image to
join the mass of tattoos on Spike’s arms. It’s a gnarly draw ing of the CCTV tower
w ith a jagged gap in its middle that nearby swaying cranes have yet to fill. The music
mirrors that grisly image. On “Beijing is Not My Home,” Spike sneers lines that should
be whispered like “Oh mama, mama, tell me where can I sleep tonight?” amongst
drums that throb harder than freshly-inked flesh. 

But any shared imagery between the music and tattoos is lost on Wroblewski. “I
can't see the connection, unless you consider tattoos to be stage makeup. It seems
to have become a fashion accessory that can be removed w ith a laser once the
novelty wears off,” Wroblewski says, as if to spite the bizarre ray-gun w ielding
zombie on Spike’s forearm - the sort of style that’s chic now when it was once risqué.

But Dong Dong, who runs Beijing’s famous Mummy Tattoo Parlour, disagrees w ith
Wroblewski, saying conformity is still the norm in Beijing.

Dong Dong

“A tattoos is extreme, it’s personal, it’s straightforward,” he says of how inked skin
mirrors the minimalism of punk songs. “I guess punk rock people have very strong
feelings toward life and society. These feelings need a way out ... They get tattooed
not really because they need it for a memory of someone, or to write down their
girlfriends' names. They want something on a spiritual level.”

Those more elaborate, eccentric, and personal styles are a sign of evolution in
Spike’s eyes - even if his traditional neighbours aren’t so open minded.  

“Old people may feel a little unusual about punk and tattoos,” he says of brazen
punk fashions, before adding that he knows one elder w ise enough to be so
accepting. “My mother is better, [she] just let me stop follow ing usual patterns. She
did not think I was bad boy.”

Demerit

RMB 50, RMB 40 (students). 9.30pm. Yugong Yishan (6404 2711)

Photos: Demerit, Chris Wroblewski, Dong Dong
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Sonic Explorer: Quantic In Beijing This Saturday

Dance, funky chicken

Quantic (aka Will Holland) grew up in England, but moved beyond his native
shores to embrace music from all around the world, becoming a hugely influential
DJ, producer and musician. He’s now based mainly in Colombia, but brings his
w ildly diverse record collection to Punk this Saturday (Dec 3) to help DJ Slide's
No Go Die celebrate its first anniversary of pushing the musical button in Beijing.

Read more...

UK House Legend Danny Rampling Rips Up Punk Tonight

It’s Friday night. It’s gone 8pm. You’re reading this. Stop. Actually, carry on to
the end of the article (or star it for tomorrow) and then get your best threads
on, because tonight, in Punk, legendary UK house music pioneer Danny
Rampling will be laying down some fat and funky choons for your aural
pleasure.

Read more...
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Insider’s Tour of “Culture Chanel” Exhibition

Putting a face to the brand

Follow ing in the footsteps of Louis Vuitton and Bulgari – which launched
retrospective exhibitions at Beijing's National Museum of China in June and
September, respectively – Chanel is hosting "Culture Chanel" at the National
Art Museum of China (NAMOC) from November 5 to December 13.

For China’s grow ing nouveau-riche population, the House of Chanel hits the
mark in many ways. It’s French (read: highbrow), longstanding (read:
reliable) and bears an iconic (read: easily recognizable) logo. No wonder it is
currently ranked as the second most-desired brand in China after Louis
Vuitton, according to research firm Bain & Co.

Read more...
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Not Just Black & White: Photo Exhibit Shows the Shadings of
...

Jharkhand, India, 2010

A New York Times review of “Coal + Ice,” Three Shadows’ largest photo exhibit to
date, points out its “focus on global warming.” While this might attract armchair
environmentalists, view ing the show from this angle alone obscures the bigger
picture. Sure, there are giant photos and projected installations of the melting
glaciers and teeming waters resulting from climate change, but there are also the
coal miners themselves – determination and exhaustion mingling w ith the dirt on
their faces – and the almost glorious industrial refineries.

Read more...

Your Guide to Beijing Design Week

Find vintage furniture (on the walls) at Lost & Found's pop-up shop in Dashilar

Milan Design Week just celebrated its 50th anniversary this past April. Last
week, London entered its ninth year of hosting Design Festivals. And now, for
the first time in history, Beijing is joining in w ith a version of its own. 

For those who have not been keeping track, Beijing Design Week (Sep 26-
Oct 3) can seem a little overwhelming. There are simply so many options –
over 2,000 works of design from over 30 countries, in fact – that it can be
tricky to determine which exhibitions are worth seeing.

Read more...
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